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ABSTRACT 
Let G, = GL(n, K) and H, = GL( 1, K) x GL(n - 1, K) with K a finite field of odd characteristic. 
We determine all irreducible H,-spherical representations of G, and compute the associated 
spherical functions. Main by-products are: 
(G”, H,,) is not a Gelfand pair: there is one special representation which occurs twice in the 
regular representation of G,, on X = G,/H,; 
_. there are no irreducible spherical cuspidal representations for n > 2. 
9: 0. INTRODUCTION 
Recently the harmonic analysis of the rank one real semisimple symmetric 
space X = SL(n, rW)/GL(n - 1, Iw) has been studied in detail by Molchanov, 
Van Dijk, M.T. Kosters, W.A. Kosters and Poel. The complete classification of 
the classes of irreducible unitary spherical representations was obtained in [3]. In 
the present paper we perform the classification for X = GL(n, K)/GL( 1, K) x 
GL(n - 1, K) over a finite field K and compute the associated spherical func- 
tions. The classification is based on Harish-Chandra’s philosophy of cusp 
forms and may give some new ideas for harmonic analysis on real and p-adic 
symmetric spaces as well. In particular the role played by the cuspidal rep- 
resentations hould be emphasized. 
This work may be considered as a particular case of [5]; the present elemen- 
tary study may be worthwhile for the further development of the theory of 
harmonic analysis on finite symmetric spaces as well. 
Throughout this paper K will be a finite field with q elements, q odd, and by 
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K’ we will denote the multiplicative subgroup K - (0). For a representation K 
of G = GL(n, K) we usually denote by V, its representation space and by VTH 
the space of vectors fixed under the action of the subgroup H N GL( 1, K) x 
GL(n - 1, K). 
The author thanks the referee of this paper for a number of very helpful 
suggestions. 
4 1. PHILOSOPHY OF CUSP FORMS 
Our main references are [2] and [4]. A more recent treatment, which uses 
character theory, can for example be found in [l], Chapter 9. We recall a few 
general facts. 
Let G be a connected reductive linear algebraic group defined over K. Let P 
be a parabolic subgroup of G, defined over K. Its unipotent radical l-J is also 
defined over K. There exists a Levi subgroup M of P such that P = MU. Let A 
be the unique maximal K-split torus in the centre of M. M is the centralizer of 
A in G. A is called a split component of P. 
We denote by G, P, U the finite groups of K-rational points of G, P, U re- 
spectively. (P, A) is called a cuspidal pair in G, P is called a cuspidal subgroup 
of G. We call U the unipotent radical of P. One has P = MU. 
Let (Pj, Ai) (i = 1,2) be two cuspidal pairs in G. Let W(Al, AZ) denote the set 
of bijections s : Al -+ A2 such that s.a = gag-’ for g f G. PI, P2 are called as- 
sociated if W(A1, AZ) # 0. If Ai = A2 = A then W(A) = W(At , AZ) is a group. 
It is easily seen that PI, P2 are associated if and only if there exists g E G such 
that PI and P; have a common Levi subgroup. 
Let (Pi, Ai) (i = 1,2) be two cuspidal pairs. For s E W(Ai, AZ) choose a rep- 
resentative g, E G. Then the map s -+ P2 g, PI of W(A 1, AZ) into Pz\G/Pl is 
injective. 
Now let P = MU be a cuspidal subgroup of G, C(G) the space of complex- 
valued functions on G. For f E C(G) set 
544 = c f(d 
UEU 
f is called a cusp form if fp = 0 for all P f G. Let OC( G) denote the space of 
cusp forms. It is easily seen that ‘C(G) is stable under left- and right-transla- 
tions by elements of G. 
An irreducible representation x of G is said to be cuspidal if it occurs in the 
representation of G on ‘C(G) by right-translations. In other words, r is cuspi- 
da1 if all matrix elements of 7r are cusp forms on G. Let E(G) denote the set of 
equivalence classes of irreducible representations of G and by ‘E(G) the subset 
consisting of the cuspidal classes. 
Now suppose that (Pi, Ai) (i = 1,2) are two cuspidal pairs in G. Let Pi = Mf Ui 
be the corresponding Levi decompositions. Let pi be an irreducible cuspidal 
representation of A4i (i = 1,2), and let wi E ‘E(A4i) be the class of pi. Extend pi 
to an irreducible representation of Pi = Mj Ui, by setting pi(u) = 1 (U E Vi). We 
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denote this representation also by pi. Let ni be the representation of G induced 
by the representation pi of Pi, acting by right-translations. So the space of ri 
consists of functions f : G -+ V, (the space of pi) satisfying 
f(pg) = pi(p)f(g) (g E G,P E Z’i) 
and 
ri(x)f(g) = f(gx) (gl x E G). 
Denote by 0(Z’i, wi) the class of ni (this depends only on the class of pi). 
Let s E W(Ai,Az) and let s.a = gag-’ (a E Ai,g E G). Define ‘WI E E(M2) 
as the class of the representation gpi of 442 with gpi (m) = pi (g-‘mg) (m E Mz). 
Then the class of gpi depends only on s and wi, so that the notation swi makes 
sense. We have ‘WI E OE(Zt.42). 
We now come to the main theorem (see [2], C). 
Theorem 1.1. (a) Let ui E OE(Mt) (i = 1,2). Let Wo be the set of all s E 
W(A1, AZ) such that swl = w2. Then the intertwining number Z(R(Pl, WI), 
fl(P2, ~2)) is equal to ( WO 1, the number of elements in WO. 
(b) In particular: 
_ Z(Q(P1, WI), Q(P2, ~2)) = 0 if PI and P2 are not associated; 
- fqPl,Wl) = fqP2,w2) ifwo # 0. 
(c) Furthermore, E(G) is exhausted by the classes occurring in the 6’(P, w) (in- 
cluding P = G). It is enough to take a complete set of non-associated parabolic 
pairs (P, A). 
5 2. SPHERICAL CUSPIDAL REPRESENTATIONS OF GL(n, K) 
Let G = GL(n, K) and let H be the set of fixed points of the involu- 
tion g of G given by a(g) = .Zg.Z where .Z = diag(-1, 1,. . . ,l). Then H N 
GL( 1, K) x GL(n - 1, K). Let K be an irreducible representation of G on V. We 
call w spherical if VH # (0). If 71 is spherical, then K has a bi-H-invariant non- 
zero matrix coefficient. Denote by E(G, H) the subset of E(G) consisting of 
classes of spherical representations. In a similar way we define OE(G, H). 
Theorem 2.1. ‘E(G, H) = 0 for n > 2. 
Proof. Let K be an irreducible cuspidal and spherical representation of G 
on a vector space V. Assume r unitary. Fix w E VH, ]]zl]] = 1 and set f (x) = 
(r(x)v ( w) (x E G). Then f E ‘C(G), f(e) = 1, f is bi-H-invariant. 
Let PC,,, _ ,) be the parabolic subgroup of G consisting of the matrices 
a x 
( > 0 A 
with x a row vector in K”- l, a E K’, A E GL(n - 1, K). Then P = MU with 
w= {(ii ;)); M={(;; :)}y 
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with x, a, A as above. Observe that M = H. H acts on U by inner automor- 
phisms. So, f being bi-H-invariant, we get for u E U: 
whereuoisthematrix(A ‘,~~),e,_i =(O,...,O,l).Hence 
c f(u) = 1 + (qn- l - l)f(uc) = 0. 
U 
In an obvious notation, consider now the parabolic subgroup P’ = PC,_ 1,1). We 
get 
+. Eu, f(u) = 1 + (4 - l)f(uo) = 0. 
This is only possible if n = 2. So ‘E(G, H) = 0 for n > 2. 17 
Along the same lines one can prove the more general result: 
Theorem 2.1’. Let x be a character of H. Denote by OC(G, H, x) the set of cusp 
forms on G satisfying 
f(hgh’) = x(hh’)f (g) (h, h’ E H, g E G). 
Then OC(G, H, x) = (0) for n > 2. 
03. THECASEn=2 
We begin with a concise description of the irreducible complex representa- 
tions of G = GL(2, K). Our references are [6] and [7]. The irreducible represen- 
tations of G are divided into 4 classes, numbered (1) to (4). 
(1) q - 1 one-dimensional representations g -+ p(det g) (g E G), where ,U is a 
character of K *. 
Let ~1, ~2 be characters of K*. Let I$,,,, be the vector space of complex 
functions f satisfying 
= pl(a)w(d)f(g) (a,d E K*,b E K,g E G) 
and let G act on this space from the right: 
pw&)f(g) =f(gx) (g,x E G). 
P~,,~~ is irreducible as soon as ~1 # ~2. If ,ui = ~2 = CL, there is a one-dimen- 
sional subrepresentation, given by (1) and the (orthogonal) complement is ir- 
reducible. We call this complement VP,ll and the representation pP+ (by abuse 
of notation). It is known that P~,,~* and ~~i,~; are equivalent if and only if 
PI = CL{, ~2 = CL; or ~11 = pi, ~2 = ,u;. We get 
(2) q - 1 q-dimensional representations pp, I.L, where p is a character of K *. 
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(3) 4 (q - l)(q - 2) (q + 1)-dimensional representations pP,,PZ (~1 # ~2, 
PPlrP2 - P&,/h 
if and only if pi = pi, ~2 = & or ~1 = &, ~2 = pi). 
Besides the above induced representations, G has so-called cuspidul repre- 
sentations. Let E be a non-square in K* and denote by L = K(G) the quadratic 
extension of K associated with E. If cx E L, Q! = x + y&, then d = x - JJ& de- 
notes its conjugate over K. Let No = atr (a E L) the norm map from L to K. 
Let x be a character of K*. Composing x with the norm map N from L' into 
K*, we obtain a character 2 of L" : X(a) = x(Na), a E L". i is said to be de- 
composable. If v is an arbitrary character of L', then ii denotes its conjugate 
over K, i.e. ~(a) = v(&) for cx E L*. The character v is decomposable if and only 
if v = V. The cuspidal representations are indexed by the non-decomposable 
characters of L*. Call them pV. For a precise definition, which is quite involved, 
we refer to [6]. It is known that the degree of pv is equal to q - 1 and that 
PV - pvt if and only if v = Y’ or v = v’. So we finally get 
(4) 1 (q - 1)q cuspidal representations pv of dimension q - 1. 
For the determination of the spherical irreducible representations and the 
associated spherical functions, we don’t need an explicit description of the 
representations of GL(2, K); the table of characters will be sufficient. 
The following facts are true for any finite group G with subgroup H. Let p be 
an irreducible representation of G on the complex vector space V, with char- 
acter x. Then 
(A) The dimension of the space VH of H-fixed vectors equals 
W’ hFH x(h), 
If it is non-zero the restriction p to the centre Z of G is trivial. 
(B) If dim VH = 1 the value of the corresponding spherical function at 
g E G equals 
IHI-’ hFH x(gh). 
For later purposes we endow all representation spaces with an inner product ( ( ) 
such that the representation is unitary. If u E VH, (U ) w) = 1, then the corre- 
sponding spherical function equals cp(g) = (p(g)v 1 w), g E G. (B) follows from 
the fact that IHI-’ C hEH p(h) is the (orthogonal) projection of V onto VH. 
To apply this in the present case, one needs the character values for G = 
GL(2, K). They have been known for many years. The more complicated 
character table of SL(2, K) was written down explicitly by Schur in 1907 ([7], 
p. 241). The character table of GL(2, K) can be found in the same way. The 
cuspidal characters are described by a formula like that of lot. cit., last line of 
p, 243. It is easy to apply (A) to the character table. The spherical irreducible 
representations are: 
(1) the trivial representation; 
(2) the representations P~,~-I (p2 # 1); one has dim VH = 1; their number 
equals $ (q - 3); 
(3) the representations p1,1 (dim VI5 = 2) and psgn,sgn (dim I/sgn,sgn = 1); 
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(4) the cuspidal representations pV with u = 1 on K’; one has dim VP: = 1; 
their number equals f (q - 1). 
To describe the character values of the characters X~ of P~,~-I (~1~ # 1) and 
xv of pV, denote for g E G by e(g) andf(g) the eigenvalues of g. They lie in L*. 
We then have: 
XPk> = 4 + 1 if g E Z, 
= 1 if e(s) = f(g) and g # Z, 
= ~(~(g)f(g)-*) + I.l(+C1f(g)) if e(g)J-(g) E K and e(g) #f(g), 
=o otherwise, 
xv(g) = 4 - 1 if g E Z, 
1 -I if e(g) = f(s) and g ti Z, 
= r+(g)) - Q(g)) if e(g), f(g) @ K 
=o otherwise. 
Using these character values and those for the representation psgn,sgn (which I 
did not write down) it is easy to obtain the spherical functions. 
It follows from (B) that the spherical function (pcL of pcl,pml (p2 # 1) is given by 
Let 
Put A = ad - bc and assume that abc # 0. We obtain from the character for- 
mulae 
cpJJg> = (4- I)-‘CI.L((ax+d+y)(ax+d-y)-‘), 
where x, y E K* x K and (ax + d)2 - 4Ax = y2. Writing 
ax+d+y-2a-‘A=Za-‘A[, 
ax+d-y-2a-‘A=2a-‘A~, 
the sum becomes 
(3.1) c p((C + I)(17 + 1)-l), 
the summation being over the E, n E K - { -1) with (7 = -bcA-‘. 
For (pV, the spherical function of p,,, a similar calculation leads to 
(3.2) 9%(g) = -(q - 1)-i c v(< + 1) 
where the sum is over < E L - { -1) with NC = -bcA-‘. In case d = 0 
(abc # 0) simple expressions can be obtained: 
(3.3) cp& = -(4 - lC+l), CpVk) = (4 - l)-‘+@. 
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The case that abc = 0 is easy to deal with. This set is bi-H-invariant and we shall 
therefore give the values of ‘pP and cpV on a set of representatives, ee Table 1. 
Table 1. 
(: Y) (: -:> (Y h) (Y -:> (: Y) 
1 -(q ~ I)-’ PL(-1) 44 - 1)-‘/J-l) -(q - I)-’ 
1 -(q - 1)-l -4J;) (4 - 1)-“4& -(q - I)_’ 
If we set I_L = sgn in the values of (pP, we get the values of the spherical function 
of Psgn,sgn. The spherical function of the trivial representation is of course cp E 1. 
$4. CUSPIDAL PAIRS IN GL(n, K) 
LetA=(ni,... , n,) be an ordered partition of n. Let i V be the subspace of 
V, = K” spanned by ei , e2, . . , e,, + +,,,. We have 
(0) =Ovc ‘V-c 2vc . ..c ‘V= v,. 
We denote by PA the parabolic subgroup of GL(n, K) which fixes the flag 
(OV,iV,...,r V) in V,. The elements of PA induce linear transformations in the 
successive iV/i- ’ V. The unipotent radical U, of PA consists of those x E PA 
which induce the identity on all quotients. Let AA be the K-torus of PA consist- 
ing of all transformations ei + xi ei, where xi is constant for ni + . . + nj 5 i < 
nl + + nj+ 1. AA is a split component of PA, its centralizer i& is K-iso- 
morphic to nr=, GL(ni, K). It follows that PA and PAI are associated if and 
only if A and A’ define the same partition X of n. Since any parabolic K-sub- 
group of GL(n, K) is conjugate to a PA, it follows that the number of classes of 
associated cuspidal subgroups of GL(n,K) equals the number p(n) of parti- 
tions of n. Set mk = Card{i : ni = k}. The ‘Weyl group’ W(An) is isomorphic to 
the direct product niZi S,,,, of symmetric groups. We set SO = (1). If X is a 
partition of n, it is also an ordered partition, so P,J is defined. 
§ 5. REPRESENTATIONS WITH AN H-FIXED VECTOR 
Let w E OE(Mx). So Z(fln(P~, w)) = Hz=, mk!. Before continuing with irredu- 
cibility questions, we first determine the dimension of the spaces of H-fixed vec- 
tors for O( PA, w). Let VQ be the space of O( PA, w), V, the space of w. Then clearly 
(5.1) dim VE = c dim v;““;’ npA, 
s, E Px\GJH 
So we first have to find sets of representatives for Px\G/H. If X = (nl, . . . , n,), 
we assume nl < 122 I: . . . < n,. This is natural, since we need only consider a 
complete set of non-associated parabolic subgroups, according to $1. We also 
assume r 2 2. 
The space X = G/H can be identified with the space of n x n matrices x over 
K with trace x = rank x = 1, G acting by conjugation. Writing x as p’q with p 
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and q column vectors in K” satisfying (p 1 q) = 1, the G-action becomes the 
following action on the pairs (p, q) : g . (p, q) = (g . p, ‘g-‘q). This leads to the 
following set of representatives for the PA-action on X. Set fs = et, fi = e,, + I, 
J=e,,+...+.,+iforj=2 ,..., r - 1. Then the representatives in X are 
Sij =J; .'(f;: +fi) (0 5 j < i), 
Sji=f;.-fr; (O<i<r-1). 
Their number equals ir(r + 1). 
Set x0 =fo . ‘fo. Then X = G . x0. We get the following set of representatives 
for the double coset space Px\G/H: 
_ wi(O<i<r-l)definedby 
( 
Wih =f;: 
Wih =$I 
Wick = ek for all ek #.hf;: 
_ Wij = Wi . w,! (1 5 j 5 i) with w,! defined by 
1 
wjlfj = so -fi 
wj ek = ek for all ek #A. 
Notice that wj” = 1. 
Choose a cuspidal representation pin the class w. Then p = pi @ . . . @ pr with 
pi cuspidal representations of CL(nj, K) in, say, the complex vector spaces 5. 
Notice that wi and wij affect at most three ‘blocks’ of h E H if we compute 
wihwi-’ and wijhwii’. 
So, if we have more than 3 blocks (i.e. r > 3) and at least three of the nj are 
greater than or equal to 2, then I’/ = (0). Therefore, we are left with the com- 
binations: 
_ nj = 1 for all j, r > 3; 
- ni =... = q-1 = 1, n, > 2, r > 3; 
- nl=...=n,_z=l,n,_l >2,n,>2,r>3; 
_ r = 3; 
_ r = 2. 
Looking more closely in the last block, observe that wi and Wij affect at most the 
first row and the first column when computing wi hw;’ and wij hw;’ for h E H. 
Now apply Theorem 2.1’. It follows that V;2” = (0) in case n, > 3. A simple 
computation shows that the same is true in case n, _ 1 = n, = 2. So we only have 
to study now the partitions with 
1. nl = n2 = . ‘. =n,= 1 (r=n) (A,) 
2. nl = n2 = . = n,_ 1 = 1, n, = 2 (r = n - 1) (X2) 
First case. Then each pj is one-dimensional, SO equals a character pj of K *. We 
obtain: 
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dim V/ # 0 if and only if there are i, j such that /.Li = p,:’ (i > j) and pk = id 
for k # i, j. 
Set I_L = 1 @ ... @ 1 @ ~1 8 PI’, and extend p to PA, as usual. Then 
IndPA, T G ~1 E 0. Call this representation rP. Then 
dim VI: = 1 if p # id, 
= if I_L = id. 
Secondcase. dim V/ # 0 if and only if p = 1 @ . . .@ 1 @ pv, with pV a spherical 
cuspidal representation of GL(2, K) as in $3. Extend p to PA, as usual. Set 
rU = IndPA2 TC p. Then 
dim VT: = 1 
(Y an indecomposable character of L‘, v = 1 on K*). 
Observe that the representations rU and rU need not be irreducible. 
$6. IRREDUCIBLE SPHERICAL REPRESENTATIONS 
With the notation of $3, 7P can be regarded as the induced representation 
Indp,> TG P~,~-I for p2 # 1, 
?- sgn = InGAl T G Psgn,sgn @ Indpi2 7 G stddet g), 
~1 =Indp,,tGm,l @Ind,2rG1. 
Here we took the identity representation on the non-GL(2, K) factors of PA,. 
Now we can treat T@ and 7U on an equal footing. We try to trace the irreducible 
H-spherical subrepresentations of rP and 7”. Therefore we again use induction 
in stages, namely PA, + Pc~-~,~) -+ G. The PC,_ 2,2)-orbits on G/H are de- 
termined in 0 5. Their number equals 3. We now describe a set of representatives 
for the double coset space PC,_ 2,2)\G/Pc, -2,2)_ 
Proposition 6.1. For n > 4, a set of representatives for the coset space 
PC” - 2,2)\GIP(, - 2,~) is given by 
where these matrices have to be extended by identity matrices: sei = ei for 
i<n-4. 
For n = 3, there are two representatives, namely: 
id and SI = 
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Set 
An easy application of Proposition 6.1 gives irreducibility for 7rp (p # 1) and 
7rV. Moreover they are easily seen to be spherical with a one-dimensional space 
of H-fixed vectors. Clearly rrp and 7rU are subrepresentations of ‘TV and rV 
respectively. Their degrees are equal to IG/Pc, _ 2,~) 1. deg P~,~-I and 
1 G/PC, _ 2, 2) 1 . deg pV. An easy computation gives 
,G,Pt,_2 2)) = (q” - l)(q”-l - ‘) 
(q2 - l)(q - 1) . 
So it remains to trace the spherical irreducible components of 71. 
The number of H-double cosets is equal to q + 5 (see 0 7). So there are (q + 5) 
H-invariants in L(G/H), the space of left H-invariant complex-valued func- 
tions on G, G acting on it by right translations. By Frobenius reciprocity law, the 
representations 7rcL (p # I) and r, provide (q - 1) Kinvariants. So we have to 
trace 6 H-invariants still. Consider the subrepresentation I d+, ,, ,) T G 1 @ 1 @ 1 
of 7,. It splits into 
Indp,n - 2,2) t G 1 8 PI, I @ JndPc,_2,2j tG 1 @ 1. 
The following facts are easily checked: the intertwining numbers of these rep- 
resentations are 7 (6 if n = 3), 2,3 (2 if n = 3), the number of H-invariants 6,3,3 
respectively. So 
Ind+*,*, t Gl@~l,l=~l@~1’ 
with rri and 7ri irreducible and inequivalent representations. Furthermore 
Indp,” -2,2) T Gl@‘=iid@r;$$ 
with rrr and $” irreducible and inequivalent representations. In case n = 3 rry 
is absent. Here id is the trivial one-dimensional representation. Since this 
representation provides a new H-invariant, we have to spread the remaining 5 
H-invariants over ~1, r{, rr/ and Y$ (~1, ni and 7r[ in case n = 3). 
Clearly dim V,” 5 2 for rr = ~1, ?r{, $‘, T(“. So, say, dim VT: = 1, dim VP = 2. 
Now $ or rr:,I is equivalent o either 7~ or ~1’. Counting H-invariants, tze only 
possibility is: 7r[ or ry is equivalent o 7ri. Say ~111 - ~1’. Hence dim V% = 0. So Xl 
the spherical irreducible components of ri are: 
id, r1 (dim V?f: = 1) and ni (dim Vz = 2). 
These representations complete the list of the representations rrp (,D # l), 7r, of 
the irreducible spherical representations of G. Counting the degrees of 7rp 
(CL # 1) and x”, one has: 
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dimL(G/H) - C d g e xP - C degn, = 1 tdegrri +2deg$ 
P#i ” 
= 1 +q.JG/Pc,_2,2)1 +degxJ. 
We get: 
deg,( = q(q”-l - ‘1 
q-l ’ 
degr, = q3(q~~~r)~ff~pl~e ‘1, 
Theorem 6.2. The following representations are representatives for the equiva- 
lence classes of the spherical irreducible representations: 
(1) r/l with ,u2 # 1, rc, -21rP-I: (q - 3)/2 re resentations, p each of degree 
(W- l)(q”-’ - l))/(q - 1) ; 
n,, v an indecomposable character of L*, v = 1 on K *, r, N ~“1 tf 
and only tf v= v’ or V= Y’: (q - 1)/2 representations, each of degree 
(W- l)(q”-’ - l))/(q2 - 1); 
nSgn of degree q.((q” - l)(q”-’ - l))/((q2 - l)(q - 1)); 
(4) the trivial representation; 
(5) the representation ~1 ofdegree (q3(q”-’ - l)(qnp2 - 1))/((q2 - l)(q- 1)). 
All these representations occur with multiplicity one in the right regular repre- 
sentation of G on G/H. 
(6) The representation 7~; of degree (q(q”-’ - l))/(q - l), which occurs twice 
in the regular representation. 
The representation rri can also be regarded as the complement of the trivial 
representation in Indp,,,“_ ,) t G 1 8 1. 
9 7. H-DOUBLE COSETS 
Let G and H be as before in this chapter, n 2 3. The space G/H can be iden- 
tified with the space X of n x n matrices x over K with rank x = trace x = 1, G 
acting by conjugation, see 0 5. Every x E X can be written as x = prq with p and 
q column vectors in K” satisfying (p 1 q) = p1 qt + . . . + pn qn = 1. The G-action 
on X yields an action on the pairs (p, q) given by 
g. (P7 4) = (gPl *g-‘q). 
Now consider the H-action on X. We get the following representatives for the 
H-orbits on X: 
el . ‘el , el . ‘(el + e2), e2 .*e2, e2 .‘(el + e2), 
(el + e2) .‘(el + e3), (el +ez).‘(t,l - t,O ,..., 0) (t E K). 
Here ei is the column vector in K” with 1 on the ith place and zeros on the other 
places. So we have (q + 5) H-orbits and also (q + 5) corresponding H-double 
cosets with the following representatives g in G: 
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where 1 means that for n > 4 these representatives have to be extended by 
(n - 3) x (n - 3) identity matrices: gei = ei for i > 4. 
4 8. DETERMINATION OF THE SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS 
We shall compute the values of the spherical functions associated with rp 
(p # 1) and YT”, at the (q + 5) representatives in G of the H-double cosets. 
The parabolic subgroup P = Pen _ 2, 2) plays a fundamental role. Recall that 
G=PuPwoHuPwlH 
withw~=(ln-l)(w~e~=e,_~,woe,_~=e~,woe~=e~fori#l,n-l),w~= 
wo.w’withw’definedbyw’ei=eifori#n-l,w’e,_t =ei-e,_r. 
Let V, be the space of rrp. It consists of maps f : G + Vp,p-~ such that 
f(& = (1 @ P/J,,-i)(P)fk) 
=P j&p- (M(g) 
if p = (“0 i ) (a E GL(n - 2, K) and A E GL(2, K)). 
Let ~0 be a GL( 1, K) x GL( 1, K)-fixed vector in V&I scaled such that 
(~0 (WO) = 1. Thenfo E V, defined by 
(8m1) {j&X) = 0 
fo(PWo h) = Pj+(A)~O 
for x $! PwoH 
with p E P as above, h E H, is the (up to a scalar) unique non-zero H-fixed 
vector in I$. 
Notice that P f~ wg Hw;’ consists of the matrices p with A diagonal, so that fo 
is well-defined. Similar observations hold of course for the 7rU. 
Let@&) = (~&MI ~fo)lllfol12 ( x E G) be the spherical function associated 
with rrp. Then 
(8.2) @p(x) = & & (fo(woh-4 ) 210) (x E G). 
The sum is actually over those h E H for which wo hx E PWO H. The set PWO H 
can be characterized by 
(8.3) PwoH={x~G[(x-ieiIer)=Ofori=l,...,n-2) 
This relation will help in determining the set of h for which wg hx E PWO H and 
to determine then p modulo P n wg Hw,’ such that wg hx E pwoH. 
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It is sufficient to compute GP(x) for x equal to one of the (q + 5) represen- 
tatives for H\G/H, defined in 4 7. 
Let 
h E H. 
Sety=wohx.Then(y-‘ei)el)=Ofori=l,...,n-2impliesthathhasthe 
form 
with (Y, /3 E K’, x E Kne2 (column), A E GL(n - 2, K). 
Furthermore, an easy calculation shows that for such h E H, wg hx E pwoH 
with 
so 
(8.4) 
A E GL(n - 2, K) 
= q(q - I>= IGJG - 27 
IHI 
q-1 
In a completely analogous way we get 
q-1 
(q2-1 - l)q”-3 ‘pp 
q-1 
(4”-1 -])q”-3 ‘pp 
Furthermore 
1 0 -1 
(8.7) @P ’ 1 0 = (q”_ly-~;qn_3 %(:, -:). ( ) 00 1 
Now we come to 
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There is a small difference between the computation for t = 1 and t # 1. This is 
due to the fact that for t = 1, 
for all h E H. We get: 
(8.8) %W = q-1 (q-1 - l)q”- 3 P/G) (t f 11, 
(8.9) 
-1 
@P(l) = q”-* _ 1. 
The values of the spherical functions ~3” associated with 7rIT, are obtained in a 
completely similar way. 
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